Examples of social media posts surrounding the release of TRIP’s 2019
Virginia Transportation by the Numbers: Meeting the State’s Need for Safe, Smooth and Efficient Mobility
Before you hit the road today in Northern Virginia, consider this study that says traffic and rough roads in that part of the state cost you about $2,600 per year.
NEW: Report says roads, traffic, crashes cost Hampton Roads drivers more than $1,700 per year.

Hampton Roads drivers face big costs on roads
Drivers in Hampton Roads are losing out on more than $1,700 per person due to the state of the transportation system, according to a new report...
Virginians for Better Transportation

Deficient roads have hidden costs—to safety, to economic advancement, to our wallets. Funding improvements paid for by those who drive the roads the most, is the fairest way to ensure that these roads and bridges can be improved and maintained. Let’s make sure Virginia roads don’t get left in the last century. Join our newsletter to learn more.

Stay Informed About Virginia Transportation Issues
Sign up to stay informed about Virginia Transportation issues.
Roanoke Area Motorists Lose Average of $1300 A Year Due to Poor Roadways - therocanokestar.com/2020/02/04/roa...
A new report from @TRIP_Inc magnifies how badly infrastructure improvements are needed in the Richmond region. We’re already paying a steep price — $1,500 per motorist each year in added costs.

Editorial: Time to address our infrastructure deficits ow.ly/ddv050yd3A8 via @RTDOpinions @TRIP_Inc #InfrastructureNow
ASCE Gov’t Relations

Government Relations for the American Society of Civil Engineers, committed to improving the nation’s infrastructure.

Washington, DC  InfrastructureReportCard.org  Joined October 2008
720 Following  10.3K Followers

ASCE Gov’t Relations  @ASCEGovRel · 2h
A recent @TRIP_Inc report detailing the state of Virginia’s roads found that those in poor condition ultimately cost VA drivers $2600/year on average in repair costs. #InfrastructureNOW

Traffic, rough roads cost average No. Va. driver 102 hours, $2,600 a year...
Crowded and unsafe roads and bridges in Northern Virginia are costing drivers nearly $2,500 a year apiece.
🔗 wtop.com
I'm the senior editor at the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO for short).

Washington, DC  transportation.org  Joined April 2018

Sean Kilcarr  @AASHTOsean  · 34s

A new report by @TRIP_Inc says that due to increased fuel efficiency & adoption of #ElectricVehicles #gasoline & #diesel consumption in Virginia is expected to decrease 23% by 2030 & 51% by 2040. @aashtospeaks @VaDOT @GovernorVA tripnet.org/reports/virgin...
Rock Products
@rockproducts

Rock Products is the aggregates industry’s leading source for market analysis and technology solutions.

📍 Denver, CO  ➕ rockproducts.com  📅 Joined January 2010

459 Following  2,589 Followers

TRIP: Virginia Roads an Impediment to Economic Growth ow.ly/35cv50ycrVn @TRIP_Inc
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